GRADUATE STUDIES AND THE WAR

Back to the Hole
I had had such a marvelous time in so many ways in Woods Hole when
taking the Embryology Course that I wasted little time arranging to return the
very next year, this time for the whole summer. I was to be a sort of research
assistant to Dr. Goodrich. In fact, I spent little time at research and much at the
beach. I paid my way by waiting on tables at the mess, and working part-time at
the Supply Department, the collecting arm of the MBL and part-time making up
Drosophila (the fruit fly commonly found around decaying fruit in the summer)
bottles (containing culture medium for the larval stages of the fly) for Dr. L.V.
Morgan, wife of the legendary geneticist, T.H. Morgan. She was a very
distinguished geneticist in her own right. T.H. was always there, too, peering
through a microscope. I never dared disturb him. I attended only those lectures
at the laboratory that interested me and basically took a big vacation.
I have learned since that many students often have a hard time getting
down to work right away after an extended period of concentrated study. Many
a postdoctoral student does little the first year after finally completing the
doctoral dissertation. We call it the postdoctoral slump. I guess the summer of
1940 was my post-baccalaureate slump. And what a good slump it was!
Devoting little time to my laboratory work, with the silent, genial
connivance of Dr Goodrich, I was left with lots of time to indulge in the
diversions of summer life in Woods Hole-swimming, fooling around at the
beach, women, boating, picnics and beach parties. There was an old boat called
the Winifred that for a small fee would take a bunch of us to Weepecket Island
near Naushon Island, or to Oak Bluffs on Martha's Vineyard for night parties.
We'd light a big fire with driftwood, cook hamburgers and hot dogs, and down
them with lots of beer. There was much singing, often raucous. Couples would
drift off down the beach.
My friend Bill Ballard from the Embryology Course had a leaky, old
"Old Town" canoe that he had bought from Hanna Croasedale, a colleague at
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Dartmouth, for a song, about $5.00. On occasion, when it was stormy and the
harbor sufficiently rough, he would look me up and off we'd go, battling the
waves in an intrepid push to cross the Hole. On one such day we swamped,
clothes and all before we reached the Hole and had to swim the canoe back.
There on the pump dock to greet us in the rain was a big anxious crowd worried
about those two men struggling with their canoe. Among them was the kind and
dignified Professor G.H. Parker from Harvard who graciously retrieved my
watch, claiming to have a foolproof way of drying it out. Then, after bailing the
canoe, and to the consternation of the crowd, off we went again joyously into the
teeth of the gale.
I also explored the area of Woods Hole. The islands-Devil's Foot,
Nonamesset and Naushon-the bays and inlets, particularly Hadley Harbor and
the various salt ponds and swamps (now fashionably called marshes or
wetlands). A favorite place was the great sand dunes of Barnstable on the other
side of the Cape, where we would go jumping off dunes and then cool our sweaty
bodies in the clear, icy waters of Cape Cod Bay.
My work with the collecting crew at sea in the boats of the Supply
Department was mainly a sheer joy but delivering live specimens to the labs of
investigators was not always so rewarding. Most people were happy to see us
arrive with the organisms they wanted for their research and thanked us. Some,
however, were less gracious. Knowing little or no natural history and none of the
problems of collecting, they would often find the material too small or too few
or, worse, they would let what we had previously delivered die and rot in the
aquarium from inattention. We had a generic name for them; they were "New
Yorkers."
An unexpected bonus of that summer was my laboratory mate Fred
Ferguson. Curiously, we had known each other for a year or so at Wesleyan and
took the Embryology Course together but had never become close. Now, thrust
together in the same small lab we became fast friends. He was shy and wasn't a
great brain, but beneath his shyness lurked a fun-loving personality. We soon
began talking silly together like a couple of kids. We also waited tables together
in the mess and that led to some hijinks. For him and for many around Woods
Hole my name was Jasper.
On one of our picnics, Gene Copeland and I generated an idea to go
climbing in the White Mountains of New Hampshire. Sometime in August we
did it, the two of us, starting at Franconia Notch, following the Appalachian
Mountain Club trail and sleeping in its shelters. I had never climbed a mountain
before. Hard work, but exhilarating. Gene talked a lot about Mary Goodrich. I
think he was in love. After a couple of days, drenched in sweat, constantly
bothered by black flies and with a painful knee that got worse as the day
progressed, Gene had to quit. So I continued by myself and climbed Mount
Washington and the rest of the Presidential Range. This brought me above the
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timber line for the first time, an unforgettable experience-clean, fresh, cool,
pure air, no trees obscuring the view. I sensed a bit the lure of the heights for
mountain climbers.
Around the middle of that summer Dr. Goodrich informed me that the
faculty of the Embryology Course had decided to appoint Charles Metz and me
to be the new assistants in the Course to replace the retiring Copeland and
Milford. I was of course quite flattered and looked forward to the job and
working with my friend Chaz Metz. Another honor came my way early in August
on the occasion of the annual meeting of the MBL Trustees. They would always
have lunch in the mess after the hoi polloi had left. Miss Bell, being in charge of
the mess hall, chose two waitresses and one waiter to serve these important
gentlemen. I was happy to be chosen as the waiter but a little leery about it. What
if I spilled the soup on some internationally famous biologist like T.H. Morgan,
F.R. Lillie, Edwin Grant Conklin, Ross Granville Harrison, G.H. Parker, H.B.
Goodrich, Franz Schrader, B.H. Willier, C.W. Metz (father of Chaz), or A.H.
Sturtevant. Well, I didn't and so all in all was able to enjoy the spectacle of so
many distinguished biologists all in a bunch at lunch. How I longed to become
like them! At the time, I didn't think I could ever be as great as I imagined them
to be. This experience at least defined a clear goal for me.

Columbia
My main recollection of the first day at Columbia University was
registering for classes and for my room. After the usual long waiting in line at
such times I finally found myself confronting a middle-aged woman whose hair
was somewhat askew. This was slightly startling and a second glance convinced
me that she was bald and wearing a rug. This was the first time I had knowingly
seen a bald woman. Since the gene for baldness is a sex-linked recessive one
should not expect to see many bald women and one almost never does. They do
a good job of cover-up. Perhaps she had some rare disease that caused her hair
to fall out. At any rate, the impression of this bald woman remains as a memory
of my first day at Columbia.
Since I had decided to go to the Department of Zoology of Columbia
with my fellowship for just a year to take advantage of its outstanding curriculum
in genetics and cytology, I did not plan to do research. All of my courses but one
were in the Schermerhorn Laboratory. Of all my courses, the most intensive and
rewarding was certainly the Cytology Course, taught by Franz Schrader and
Arthur Pollister. It was a full-year lecture course with a demanding laboratory
and a great deal of reading. I essentially lived in that course. Being a lowly first
year graduate student, my personal lab-office was merely a small section of one
of the benches in the laboratory of the course, which was just fine.
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The Cytology Course was really dominated by Schrader, who taught the
major part on the cell nucleus. His research specialty was chromosomal
movement during mitosis. He was a very thoughtful, rather distant and
unassuming, but thorough and careful man, who had an engaging way of treating
students as intellectual colleagues. I respected him immensely; the term scholar
applies particularly well to him. In addition to his personal qualities, Schrader
had an impressive entourage, beginning with his wife, Sally Hughes-Schrader,
who was also an excellent chromosome cytologist. In contrast to her husband,
however, she was quite warm and outgoing and seemed to feel it her mission to
encourage neophytic zoologists like myself. Many years later, when lecturing at
Duke University, I was delighted to find her in the audience. She was so attentive
that I ended up giving most of the lecture to her. Also associated with Schrader
were two outstanding advanced graduate students, who sort of took me under
their wing-Francis Ryan and Hans Ris.
Ryan was a stocky man with a shock of blond curly hair who sported a
constant pipe and a black vest with, yes, a pocket watch and a chain. He was very
bright, yet easily approachable. Also, he knew a great deal of zoology and hence
was an excellent source of useful information and critical judgment. He was a
wonderful man. Quite coincidentally, he came from my hometown-Rockville
Centre. He left Columbia when I did, at the end of that year, to enter the then
revolutionary field of molecular genetics in one of the laboratories giving it
nurture, Cal Tech under George Beadle and Edward Tatum. After his research in
Neurospora genetics in Pasadena he returned to Columbia as a faculty member
to have what everybody assumed would be a brilliant career. It was cut short
several years later by a fatal cancer. Everyone who knew Francis shared a sense
of profound sadness at this premature catastrophe.
Hans Ris, a burly, indestructible Swiss, was of the same intellectual
fiber as Ryan, but expressed in a more unyielding way. He was always tough and
often challenging. I liked this. Hans was good for me and, I am sure, for many.
He left Columbia to join the faculty of the Biology Department at The Johns
Hopkins University. Soon after, he left for the University of Wisconsin, where he
spent the rest of his professional life and made major contributions to cell
biology, including the discovery and role of DNA in chloroplasts, the green
photosynthetic organelles of plants. He was rightly well-honored for this. Many
years later, when I lectured at the University of Wisconsin, the distinguished and
more relaxed Professor Ris entertained me for dinner and a delightful evening.
Obviously, these two young men contributed much to my pleasure and
intellectual life in the Zoology Department, a phenomenon I was to discover to
be true throughout my graduate studies. Great universities attain preeminence
because they attract highly accomplished professors, who then attract
outstanding students. Then these students contribute to the education of each
other in uninhibited, intimate, casual ways that faculty can rarely equal.
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Arthur Pollister taught the cytoplasmic part of the Cytology Course. It
was much less interesting than the chromosomal section, partly because Pollister
was not the giant that Schrader was but mainly because of the really rudimentary
state of cytoplasmic cytology in 1940. Something was known about cilia,
flagella, the Golgi apparatus, mitochondria, chloroplasts, cytoplasmic streaming,
the mitotic spindle, centrioles, astral rays and all that, but not in much essential
detail. Indeed, not much more was known than what had already been
summarized in E.B.Wilson's classic, The Cell in Development and Heredity.
Microtubules, microfilaments and ribosomes, for example, had not yet been
discovered and the details of structure and function of the known entities awaited
the application of new technology. At that time, we had no idea that mitochondria
were such complicated metabolic machines. What Pollister had to say, he said
well and it was important, but greatly limited by the state of the subject. Imagine
trying to teach cytoplasmic cytology before the advent of the ultracentrifuge, the
electron microscope, phase contrast and Nomarski optics, fluorescent antibodies
and scanning electron microscopy! All this had to wait until the War was over
and way beyond.
My other courses were seminars in Population Genetics by Theodosius
Dobzhansky and Developmental Genetics by L.C. Dunn, General Physiology by
Selig Hecht and Human Evolution by J.H. McGregor. All were international
leaders in their fields and each course was in its own way rewarding. Selig Hecht,
a student of Jacques Loeb, was a bombastic, entrancing lecturer. He gave quite a
show. Hecht's lab and classroom were on the top floor ofPupin Hall, the building
housing Columbia's great Department of Physics. Hecht later became known to
the general public after the advent of the atomic bomb because of his clear and
concise book explaining the background physics of the bomb.
McGregor's course was also a show, but not because of his personality.
He was a soft-spoken, impeccably dressed, precise little gentleman. The
spectacle was the bones. Each lecture was illustrated by abundant skeletal
material covering the big wide lecture bench at the front of the room, with little
Dr. McGregor moving from one skeleton to another to make a point. I recall
McGregor best for his strong opinion on the Piltdown controversy. Based on
straight-forward anatomical grounds, he argued that the famous English fossil,
Eoanthropus dawsoni, the so-called Piltdown Man, much touted by the British,
was a hoax, the cranium of a modem human with the jaw bone of an ape. In this,
he and other anthropologists predated by over a decade the detailed analysis of
the material itself (fittingly by British anthropologists) that demonstrated for
once and for all that Piltdown Man was indeed a hoax.
The seminars in genetics were both highly instructive, especially the
one taught by Dobzhansky, who was not only a great geneticist but a flamboyant
Russian character. One day, as I was reading in the departmental library he came
by and I greeted him with a cheery, "Good Morning, Professor Dobzhansky,
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How are you today?" "Gorgeous," he replied, "gorgeous." Dunn, also a
distinguished geneticist, was a very fine person, but more conventional in
personality and unfortunately somewhat boring as a teacher. As I noted earlier,
people in those days displayed their membership in Phi Beta Kappa. I will never
forget Professor Dunn for the enormous, well-worn, Phi Beta Kappa key that
hung from his watch chain. These seminars and their readings turned out to be
very important to me in an unexpected way. They provided the final blow in
convincing me that, although I would always be interested in genetics, it was not
my cup of tea for a research and teaching career. The morphological beauty of
embryology won out over the logical beauty of genetics.
There were other delights in my life at Columbia. The famous Jessup
Lectures took place that year and were presented by Ernst Mayr of the American
Museum of Natural History. Mayr was a specialist on speciation and evolution
of isolated bird populations on islands (literally in the ocean or, more
metaphorically, in the jungle). He gave a brilliant series of lectures, entitled
Systematics and the Origin of Species, with much emphasis on his fascinating
studies of the avian genus Pachycephala. This genus includes Whistlers and
related species of New Guinea, Australia, and surrounding islands. They are
typically small (6-inch), chunky insectivores ranging in color from monotonous
drab brown or gray to strikingly handsome birds with a black crown and bib, a
white throat and yellow belly and back. The wings are typically dark in gray,
brown, or black. The many different species are clearly closely related, being
color variations on a simple morphological theme, yet separated by geography,
so they have been isolated into separate populations and have become separate
species, i.e. incapable of interbreeding. Systematists in my readership will
probably cringe at this oversimplification, but this is what I took away from
Mayr's lectures. I felt privileged to be in attendance, both for the quality of the
lectures and later because in book form they had a profound impact on research
in taxonomy, systematics, and evolution. Some years later, Mayr joined the
faculty of Harvard University, where he has been a luminary in evolutionary
biology ever since. Mayr is still alive and intellectually active even though he
was born in 1904. For example, he recently published (with Jared Diamond) The
Birds of Northern Melanesia: Speciation, Ecology, and Biogeography (Oxford,
2001), an amazingly complex and detailed (almost 500-page) book about these
heretofore poorly understood birds. His intellectual vigor is really astonishing
and admirable.
Along with the Jessup Lectures there were other important lectures by
other guests from other institutions. This was a new and rich experience for me.
These occurred only rarely at Wesleyan, a serious deficiency. One memorable
lecture at Columbia was on new research that turned out to be a singularly
important milestone in the early history of molecular genetics. It was by Oswald
Avery of the Rockefeller Institute (later University) demonstrating the
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transformation of one type of Pneumococcus (a common bacterium) by the DNA
of another type, a key piece of the puzzle to establish the chemical basis of
heredity. There were many other exciting and challenging lecturers who passed
through Columbia. Because of the stellar group of geneticists at this fme
institution, other geneticists would drop in from time to time. Another
unforgettable lecturer was Barbara McClintock, who was then working nearby at
the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory and was already famous for her brilliant
work on the cytogenetics of maize. She was a close friend of the geneticist
Marcus Rhodes, a new member of the Columbia Botany Department. Both were
graduate students at Cornell with Emerson. Often enough, budding scientists
become friends in graduate school and remain so for life. This phenomenon may
be similar to the friendships that are kindled during military service. Although
graduate school is not commonly a life-threatening experience like war, there is
nevertheless a related baptism under fire that breeds close friendships. Like war,
graduate school is often an intensely stressful period of challenge and growth,
experienced by intimate groups of young people. Anyway, Barbara McClintock
was definitely in the same class as Rhodes scientifically, and clearly could have
replaced him on the Columbia faculty. But that was unthinkable in those days.
In fact, the matter never came up, and it certainly never occurred to me. She was
a woman and I and most everyone else was living in a man's world. I treasure
my meeting McClintock then as a mere student because later when she lectured
at Yale and I at Cold Spring Harbor, she recognized me and we had warm
stimulating conversations together. What a superbly intelligent, fine person she
was! She later received the Nobel Prize for her work on wandering genes.
My intellectual life was also enlivened by visits by recent graduates of
the Department like Kenneth Cooper, then at Princeton, and John Moore, then at
Brooklyn College. In addition, Sol Spiegelman, then a research assistant to Burr
Steinbach at Columbia, and Barry Commoner, then at Queens College, carried
on an informal but scheduled series of discussions of philosophy and methods in
science. Both of these young Turks achieved fame later at other places,
Spiegelman as a leading molecular geneticist at the University of Illinois and
Commoner as one of the founders of environmentalism at Washington University
in Saint Louis. John Moore's studies of the early development of frog species
hybrids, a very original approach, laid the basis for extended studies by a
graduate student of mine many years later.
The stock room of the Department, where we got our microscopes,
slides, coverslips, stains and other paraphernalia, was run by the Schrags, a
couple known widely as Herr and Frau Schrag. He was in charge of the big stuff,
like microscopes and centrifuges, and she of the little stuff, like slides and cover
slips. It was mainly Frau Schrag we saw at the window. They were both out-ofthe-book stereotypes of the by-the-numbers Germans, very efficient and helpful
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(but not more than necessary), if you strictly followed the regimen, but stubborn
and unhelpful if not.
My living quarters at Columbia consisted of a bare prison-like room in
John Jay Hall, a student dormitory. There was a small bed or cot, a sink and a
small table, but no toilet. I used my garret solely for sleeping. It was the only
unpleasant feature of that great year at Columbia.
A pleasant, relaxing everyday aspect of my daily life at Columbia was
lunch. Not just lunch. Lunch with Salome Schoenheimer and Sylvia Frank. We
were three strongly opinionated people. Salome (later Waelsch) was Dunn's
research associate and responsible for most of the work on the developmentally
significant T-locus in mice. She was also the wife of Rudolph Schoenheimer, the
renowned biochemist. Sylvia was a second-year graduate student in a different
field of biology from mine and quite left-wing politically, like me. They were
two very bright, fun-loving women and the three of us had many good times
gossiping together over our sandwiches and coffee. Salome had been a student
of Spemann at Freiburg, his last, I believe. Later, as the times changed, she
finally received appropriate recognition and was appointed Professor of
Anatomy at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine. I recall that she didn't have
a very high opinion of her fellow student Viktor Hamburger as a scientist-not
very creative. Time has proved her to be wrong.
During that year, while I was deciding to become an embryologist, I
thought briefly of staying on at Columbia. It was such a stimulating place in so
many ways. But sitting in on lectures by Lester Barth, the house embryologist,
convinced me otherwise. I found him too casual and relaxed in his approach to
science. Moreover, at that time he had no good students. In the meantime, B.H.
Willier had left Rochester to head the Department of Biology at The Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore. So I wrote to him saying I would like to follow
him there and to Curt Stem at Rochester expressing my regrets. Soon thereafter
Stem also left Rochester to join the faculty of the University of California at
Berkeley. So, my initial decision, at the urging of Dr. Goodrich, to go to
Rochester, a fine but not highly prestigious university, because of the personal
scientific qualities of Willier and Stem, was justified. Both were obviously in
demand and soon left Rochester for defmitive positions at much more prestigious
institutions. Although I was leaning toward embryology and studying under
Willier before he left Rochester, I was secretly happy to learn that he was going
to Hopkins. Because I was a bit of a snob, doing my graduate work and taking
my doctorate at an elite institution, particularly famous for its legendary strength
in biology and medicine, was certainly one of the most important factors in my
ultimate decision to work under him. Willier's moving to Hopkins thus enabled
me to kill two birds with one stone.
The Johns Hopkins University was associated internationally in the
public mind with biology in general and medicine in particular. But, far more
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important for me and other students interested in embryology, cytology and
genetics, it was the academic birthplace of several leaders of these very fields,
who were then still alive or only recently deceased. E.B. Wilson, T.H. Morgan,
E.G. Conklin, R.G. Harrison, H.V. Wilson and others all did their graduate work
there under W.K .Brooks. And, just then, as I was committing myself to go
to Hopkins, Willier was installing an excellent new faculty: Boris Ephrussi
(developmental genetics), Folke Skoog (plant physiology), Carl Swanson and
my friend Hans Ris (cytology), as a beginning. Obviously, I was delighted at the
prospect of becoming a small part of this glamorous institution and trying to earn
a place in such a line of great scientists. Some of the faculty were heroes to me
and I felt immensely fortunate to be able to learn from them. Only later did I
realize what a good career move I had made. At that time, I was excited to have
such distinguished research scientists as teachers and often found myselflooking
forward to classes and seminars.

Woods Hole Again
At the end of that superb year at Columbia, I left immediately for
Woods Hole to take up my duties as an assistant in the Embryology Course. The
work was not particularly arduous and in fact, not surprisingly, mostly enjoyable.
After all, I had now made my big decision to become an embryologist, so
working with the mainly beautiful embryological material and teaching students
how to prepare and manipulate organisms collected by the Supply Department
was my meat. I was young, enthusiastic, and often marveled at my good fortune
to be working at something I loved so much (Figure 3.1).
In addition, Charles Metz and I worked well together, and all the faculty
but one were relaxed and reasonable about their roles and ours. The exception
was Oscar Schotte. Copeland had warned me about Schotte and had a good word
of advice. I should be prepared for frequent changes in protocol and expect to be
yelled at because Schotte was so disorganized and temperamental. So, as the time
approached, I prepared and it went OK. In fact, I enjoyed Schotte. It was pure
theatre-he the big (little) professor, amusingly pompous with his strong
European accent and extroverted emotions, and I the properly subservient
assistant. When lecturing on artificial parthenogenesis (activation of an egg
without fertilization), he loved to tell the class about the discovery at Woods Hole
by Jacques Loeb, the legendary cell physiologist, that one could induce
parthenogenesis artificially in sea urchins by merely immersing their eggs in
hypertonic (higher salt concentration than normal or isotonic) sea water. This got
some publicity in the press and soon after, so the story goes, Loeb received a
letter from two maiden ladies of Boston wondering whether it would be safe for
them to continue their salt baths in the ocean, as was their wont.
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Figure 3.1. The 23-year-old author in the laboratory in Woods Hole in the
summer of 1941.

The big event for me that summer was falling in love. She was a
waitress in the mess hall. Her name was Galina Ivanovna Gorokhoff, known to
everyone as Gee Gee or Galya. We quickly hit it off and began seeing more and
more of each other, enjoying each other's company more each day in the joyous
summertime in Woods Hole, and we fmally came to realize that we were in love.
We were young. I was but 23 and she but 20. I was a beginning graduate student
and she an undergraduate college student at Smith College in Northampton,
Massachusetts, where her father, Ivan Ivanovitch, was Professor of Oral Music.
We had no idea whether our ecstatic affair would last or be ephemeral like many
a "Woods Hole Romance," cooling with the passing of the summer and dying
with the separation of the winter. Anyway, we never thought of that, and last it
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did. We were happily married two years later, when I was in military service and
she a senior in college.
I assisted in the course for two summers. In 1942 Viktor Hamburger was
Director of the Course, Dr. Goodrich having retired, and my co-assistant was Ray
Watterson, another alumnus of the Embryology Course (class of 1939) and a
former student of Willier. By then he was (or was soon to be) on the faculty of
the University of Illinois. Ray was a reserved, conventional person, very
different in personality from me, but we got along very well together
nonetheless. He was an excellent embryologist and a superb teacher with a
remarkable ability to draw ambidextrously. He could effortlessly diagram a
bilaterally symmetrical organism on the blackboard, drawing the right side of the
organism with his right hand and the left side with his left hand, simultaneously.
He certainly did not engage at all in my kind of rambunctious behavior, but he
did not disapprove of it and, indeed, led me to believe that he vicariously enjoyed
it. He was a genuinely warm and decent person. Many years later, before his
premature death, he wrote me a very moving letter recounting his fond memories
of that summer we worked together, stating that in retrospect it was the best
summer of his adult life.
A good example of my rambunctious behavior that summer occurred
when they were taking the Physiology Course group photograph on the steps of
the Brick Lab (now called Lillie after F. R. Lillie, famed embryologist and the
former Director of the MBL). I did my best to disrupt the occasion by throwing
lit firecrackers at them from the window of Ray's and my lab across the street on
the second floor of Old Main. As soon as the picture was taken, a crowd of
physiologists came rushing across the street to capture and punish their annoying
molester. I remember deciding that there was no point in resisting and passively
let them drag me to the floating dock of the Eel Pond just behind the Brick Lab.
As we were arriving I feigned contrition, telling them that I realized that what I
did was downright rude and childish and that I deserved a dunking. So they
relaxed and, as I handed someone my watch and wallet, I suddenly burst into
activity and knocked two of them into the drink before they picked me up and
threw me in. I still savor that wet Pyrrhic victory.

Johns Hopkins
The Department of Biology at The Johns Hopkins University is located
on the Homewood Campus, a lovely, grassy, wooded island at the northern edge
of the more chaotic, urban part of the large city of Baltimore. It is across town
from the famous Johns Hopkins Hospital and Medical School, which, in contrast,
are embedded in a run-down and depressing area of what was for me at that time
a largely unattractive city. The Homewood, nonmedical part of Hopkins, where
I was located, the so-called Faculty of Philosophy, was quite a small university.
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It was compact, set in an intimate, verdant campus. I was comfortable with such

a setting from my days at Wesleyan. I liked that and quickly felt at home.
Although the physical aspects of the Homewood Campus were
agreeable, the reason I was there was to do research, to enter the field of
development, and Willier quickly assigned me a problem. I was to study the
development of the sexually dimorphic pigment pattern of the feathers of a breed
of chicken known as the Brown Leghorn. The problem was intrinsically
interesting because it involved the action of a hormone in the differentiation of
feather color pattern. The distinctive pigment pattern of the feathers of the female
depends on appropriate levels of estrogen, the female sex hormone. The hormone
somehow acts on the undifferentiated pigment cells (melanoblasts) in the
growing, regenerating feather germs, causing them to form red or black melanin
pigment granules and to arrange in certain characteristic ways (see below), as
they differentiate into mature melanocytes.
At first I was a little disappointed not to be working on early embryos,
for I had been drawn to the field of embryology in part because of the engaging
aesthetic features of early embryonic development-fertilization, cleavage,
gastrulation and organogenesis. But I soon learned that the formation of pigment
pattern in a developing feather was as good and beautiful a system for the study
of cellular differentiation as one could ask for at that time. One could induce the
formation of a new feather at will by merely plucking a feather. And, then, by
studying day by day the growth, differentiation and morphogenesis of the
regenerating feather germ, one could observe the progress of the formation of the
feather and of its pigmentation pattern at the level of individual cells. It was for
systems like this, developmental processes that go on throughout the life history
of the organism, that Paul Weiss coined the term "developmental biology" to
replace "embryology."
All that Willier indicated to me was that my research was to determine
how estrogen acts on the feather germ to cause the profound distinctiveness of
the feather pigment patterns of Brown Leghorn hens. From then on I was on my
own, the way he was trained by his professor, F.R. Lillie at Chicago, and the way
most of the outstanding mentors I knew or knew of trained their students. Also,
it was a Hopkins tradition. The aforementioned W.K. Brooks apparently knew
little about the monumental work of his student E.G. Conklin, on the mosaic
cleavage of the gastropod Crepidula. He was said to have commented when
Conklin presented his dissertation to him, "Well, Conklin, we have given
doctoral degrees in this University for counting words; so we might as well give
one for counting cells." In point of fact, Professor Willier did not help me much.
But I knew, we all knew, that he had very high standards and there would be no
doctoral degree if we did not tum in a credible piece of work publishable in one
of the respected journals of the field.
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So my first job was to learn what was known about the development of
feathers and their pigment patterns. This meant studying a rich and often difficult
literature and familiarizing myself directly with the growth, morphogenesis and
histogenesis of the feathers of my bird. The most relevant literature for me was
the analysis of Lillie and his student, Hsi Wang, at the University of Chicago of
the structural dynamics offeather development and ofWillier and Mary Rawles
and their students on the differentiation of feather pigment patterns. The
epidermis of the skin forms the elaborate feather. All birds have many different
kinds of feathers, ranging from, for example, the large primary wing feathers
(once used to make quill pens and still used by birds for flight) to small insulating
down feathers (on the breast). The undifferentiated epidermis (of ectodermal
origin) of the feather germ is induced to form a feather rather than ordinary skin
epidermis or a scale by the connective tissue dermal papilla at the base of each
feather germ (of mesodermal origin). In response to this inductive stimulus the
epidermis of each region of the bird asserts its own specificity and responds to
the induction by providing its own kind of feather, whether it be different tracts
in the neck, breast, saddle or wing. The epidermis is thus tract-specific. As is
often the case in development, both embryonic and postembryonic, the inductive
stimulus is more general, in this case inducing a feather rather than say a scale,
whereas the responding system is more specific and detailed, concerned with
determining the kind of feather produced. The epidermis also determines the
tract specificity of each feather's pigment pattern in any particular breed of
chicken; whereas, the breed or species specificity of the pigment pattern depends
entirely on the genetic constitution of the melanoblasts, i.e., their genes. When
neural crest-derived melanoblasts of one breed are grafted to a host embryo of
another breed, the resulting pigment pattern in the feathers of the host is
invariably of donor origin. In a spectacular demonstration of this, Mary Rawles
grafted melanoblasts from the embryo of an American robin (whose eggs had
been collected in the wild) to the base of the wing bud of a 3-day-old embryo of
a White Leghorn chicken. The result upon hatching was a white chicken with one
wing bearing the pigment pattern of a robin.
In view of current interest in stem cells I should point out that the basal
cell layer of the epidermis, the stratum germinativum, is a typical population of
adult stem cells. During the entire life history of the organism they undergo cell
division and differentiate into several different epidermal structures. In birds, like
the chicken, their cell products form ordinary skin epidermis and various kinds
of feathers-down feathers of babies and full tract-specific features of the
adult-depending on the general inductive stimulus provided by the
mesodermally derived dermis beneath. These epidermal stem cells also form
scales on the feet and legs. However, they have not been shown to form
any other kind of tissue, such as neural or glandular tissue. In the Brown
Leghorn, the undifferentiated melanoblasts are also stem cells, producing black
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or red pigment granules depending on which epidermis they come to inhabit and
on whether they come under the hormonal influence of estrogen.
While studying this quite fascinating literature, I began to examine the
feathers and feather germs of chickens directly. To obtain the latter I needed a
capon. For some reason or other the absence of the male sex hormone,
testosterone, causes the feather follicles of a capon to react quickly to the
plucking of a mature feather by forming a new one in its place. So my first job
after procuring some Brown Leghorns was to learn how to castrate a cockerel. It
turned out to be easy, not even requiring anesthesia. You simply tie the bird down
to a board, with him fighting and squawking all the way. Then, when he has
quieted down, you cut a small incision in the body wall at the level of each testis,
spread the opening and go in and surgically remove each testis. The bird
struggles mightily until tied down, but then does not seem to mind the operation.
I soon became expert at avian orchiectomy.
The next step was to pluck a regenerating feather germ from a caged
capon, split it, and spread it open under the microscope. By doing this, I could
see for myself the orderly arrangement of the rows of epithelial cells forming the
living barb ridges, the primordia of the barbs of the definitive feather, and the
regimented way the highly dendritic pigment cells line up along each barb ridge.
So here I was studying pigment cells again! But these were functionally different
from the fish melanophores I had studied in college, which persist as living cells
responding to differences in the light of the background. The avian pigment cells,
termed melanocytes, show no response to background; indeed, the impermeable
sheath of the feather germ shields them from it. Their function is to deposit their
melanin granules in the cells of the growing barb ridges. They do this by
extending long, dendritic processes along the rows of epidermal cells. Then, by
a process that is poorly understood, the melanin granules of the extending
dendrites of each melanocyte are expelled from the melanocytes and engulfed by
the epidermal cells before the latter keratinize to form the barbs of the definitive
feather. The collective end product of this cooperation is the death of both cell
populations and the formation of a distinctive, often striking feather pigment
pattern.
The breast feathers of a male Brown Leghorn are solid black due to the
deposition of black melanin by their melanocytes. The breast feathers of a
female, in contrast, are salmon-colored, due to deposition of reddish melanin
granules by their melanocytes. In confirmation of previous studies, I found that
when I injected a single dose of a powerful estrogenic hormone, estradiol
monobenzoate, into a capon, the black melanocytes of each regenerating breast
feather germ were replaced by red ones, but only during the period when the
concentration of the hormone was above threshold in the circulation of the
capon. Then, when the concentration sank below threshold, black melanocytes
replaced red ones. In consequence of this process, the resulting black feather had
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a salmon colored bar in its middle, accurately reflecting the change in
melanocyte population in response to the hormone. The colorless melanoblasts
at the base of the feather germ had been induced by the estradiol to produce red
instead of black melanin granules. I had in my hand a neat system for
investigating the influence of a hormone on cellular differentiation. Since the
pigment patterns of the feathers in different regions of the chicken skin differ,
e.g., breast versus saddle, the response of the melanoblasts to the hormone also
reflected the interaction of the melanoblasts with the tract-specific epidermis of
each feather germ.
Defining the problem in this general way and becoming skilled at these
and other techniques for handling the material, like tissue culture, was about as
far as I got during my first year of research. There were other demanding matters
on my schedule and some of these also required a lot of time and energy. First of
all, there were some required courses. Willier strongly recommended that John
Saunders, his other first-year graduate student, and I take the medical school
course in physiological chemistry, including the laboratory, which was a good
idea. The distinguished William Mansfield Clark and other members of the
Department such as Barnett Cohen taught the course. It was, as expected, a
superb course. "Red" Saunders, as we knew him then, was very skillful in the
laboratory. I admired him for this and profited a lot by working beside him. In
addition to physiological chemistry, there were the seminars. All students in
embryology and genetics took Willier's seminar in development and Ephrussi's
in developmental genetics. Since the number of students was small, each of us
had to make a presentation on a specialized subject quite frequently. And, since
many of the articles to be reviewed were frequently in German, preparation of a
report often required quite a special effort. Authors like Hertwig, Mangold,
Bautzmann, Holtfreter, Danchikoff and, of course, Spemann became familiar. I
had taken courses in German in high school and could still sing Die Lorelei but
that didn't help much. Before the War and before Nazism had destroyed German
science, much of what was important scientifically was published in German,
even by foreign scientists like some Japanese and Americans. Ross Granville
Harrison's big papers on the lateral line organ and on fish fin development, for
example, were published in German.
In those days of experimental embryology German terms like
Entwicklungsmechanik (developmental mechanism) and Anlage (primordium, a
primitive embryonic structure destined to become something more complex
later) were part of our everyday vocabulary, We consulted frequently journals
like the Zeitschrift for Gierschaft und Krankschaft Kunde. (Now, many years
later, my memory of the scientific German I learned laboriously as a graduate
student and then as a young faculty member has almost vanished. This causes
little problem because English has long since become the international scientific
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language.) Anyway, regardless of the language of the papers reviewed, these
seminars were excellent training in rigorous scientific thinking and presentation.
In addition to these courses, we students taught the laboratories of
undergraduate biology courses, as I already had at Wesleyan. This "assisting"
was not difficult; it simply consumed time that most of us felt could be put to
better use. In any case, it was monetarily essential for me. It provided my meager
living wage. I no longer had the luxury of the generous Cramer Fellowship I
enjoyed at Columbia. Along with the courses and the assisting, there was the
War. It was increasingly on the minds of all of us, particularly of us young males,
but more about that later.
In the midst of all these activities there were people. As a sometimes
proper and respectful student, I will first deal with the faculty. Benjamin Harrison
Willier was student of F.R. Lillie and later became a faculty member at the
University of Chicago. From Chicago he went to the University of Rochester to
become head of its Biology Department. There he demonstrated a keen sense of
how to judge ability and assembled a fine staff, as he did later at Johns Hopkins.
Willier was a formal, dignified man who was always impeccably dressed. He had
a strong face and was quite handsome (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 Benjamin H. Willier, my mentor at
The Johns Hopkins University.
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Personally, Willier was quiet and shy and, curiously, considering his
position, rather awkward socially, a characteristic that revealed itself in many
ways, but particularly in his lecturing. He was a poor lecturer (in contrast to
many of his students). But he made up for this partly by thorough organization
and by adopting the approach of a "chalk talk." This gave clarity to his lectures
in spite of his hesitant delivery. As a scientist, his main merits were his solid and
meticulous but not brilliant research, his carefully composed publications, the
respect of other embryologists, and his attraction and training of many fine
students. He was not highly creative in the way of Paul Weiss, whose work and
stimulating approach to problems of development were very important to me
during most of my career. In contrast, after I left Hopkins, I practically never
consulted the papers of Willier. I realize now that Willier was only 51 years old
when I first arrived at Hopkins and he had already left the bench, i.e., active,
hands-on research, (a practice that unfortunately has more and more practitioners
in the field of biology). I never got to know him well personally. Indeed, I made
little effort because he was not my type and for me, not a very interesting man.
In fact, I found him quite boring. Nevertheless I respected him for his work and
knew that he expected the best of his students. I also appreciated the way he gave
me full independence in my research. His only serious fault as a professor was a
small tendency to play favorites among his students. Those of us who were not
favorites joked about this a little but weren't bothered by it. Actually, it had a
small benefit; we weren't asked to mow his lawn. Appropriate to his position as
an old-fashioned permanent department chairman and his orderliness of mind,
Willier had designed for himself a large, imposing office in the new
Merganthaler Laboratory, in which, to be sure, everything was very properly in
its place. He even had his own personal lavatory just across the hall, known
discreetly around the Department as the "Royal Flush." But after hours we used
it. Some students referred to him as "The Chief." I never did. Later I learned at
Yale that Harrison was also called "The Chief." I found this more appropriate.
Many, years later, when I was introduced to the hilarious French Les Reglements
du Chef, posted on the wall in the Station Biologique de Roscoff in Brittany, I
found that some of them applied well to Willier.

Article 1-Le Chef a raison.
Article 11-Le Chef a toujours raison.
Article 111-Meme si un subalterne a raison, c'est l'artcle I qui s'applique.
Article IV-Le Chefne mange pas, il se nourrit
Article V-Le Chef ne boit pas, il goute.
Article VI-Le Chef ne dort pas, il se repose.
Article VIl-Le Chefn'estjamais en retard, il est retenu.
Article VIII-Le Chef ne quitte jamais son service, il est appeli.
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Article IX-Le Chef n'entretient pas de relations avec sa secretaire, il
l'eduque.
Article X-Le Chefne litjamais son journal pendant le service, ill'etudie.
Article XI-On entre dans le bureau du Chef avec des idees personelles, on en
ressort avec les idees du Chef.
Article Xl/-Le Chef reste le Chef, meme en caleron de bain.
Article Xl/1-Plus on critique le Chef, moins on a de primes.
Article XIV-Le Chef est oblige de penser pour les autres.
Willier's research associate was Mary E. Rawles. For some years she
had done all the bench work for his research. At the time I first met her, she was
increasingly on her own. Mary was one of the delights of my life at Hopkins. She
took her doctorate with Willier at Chicago and was a bright, skilled, charming,
very opinionated, outgoing lady of the South. She originally hailed from a small
plantation in Emporia, Virginia, in southeastern Virginia, near the North Carolina
border. She spoke with a full but quick southern drawl. There was nothing slow
about Mary. She also had her favorites and I, fortunately, was one of them. She
helped me a lot with some operative procedures and daily stoutly defended me
at lunch against the constant, harsh but joking personal "attacks" by certain
fellow students. She was really great fun. Her constant companion, John
Spurbeck, the departmental artist and photographer, also joined in the fun. In
keeping with the chauvinism of the times and in spite of their long association,
she always referred to Willier as Dr. Willier and he to her as Mary. Indeed, Mary,
like me, did not like Willier very much.
Boris Ephrussi was originally Russian, from Bessarabia, I believe, but
had lived in France a long time. He had left France because of the War and then
joined the faculty of the Biology Department at Hopkins. He was intellectually
brilliant and cut a striking figure with his thin stature, dark complexion and
prominent aquiline nose. He was also arrogant and often unpleasant, even mean.
I considered him a bastard personally but greatly admired his penetrating,
creative intelligence and his research accomplishments, especially his analysis
with Beadle of the eye color mutants of Drosophila. I learned much in his
seminar about how to analyse a research paper in a critical way. Otherwise, I
avoided him as much as possible.
There were other new members of the faculty appointed by WillierFolke Skoog, a plant physiologist; Hans Ris, a cell biologist; and Carl Swanson,
a cytogeneticist. Swanson was a genial expert at his trade but Skoog and Ris, my
friend from Columbia, were not so genial. Along with Ephrussi, they had
contempt for Willier and let it be known. Curiously, all three were brilliant,
articulate Europeans, and Willier was a colorless, awkward, Midwestern
American.
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As at Columbia, I found myself in the company of some outstanding
students; a few became good friends, one intimate. I have already mentioned
John Saunders. He had come from the University of Oklahoma and was then
already the courtly gentleman of the South. In spite of our great differences in
personal style, we became close friends, and remain so to this day. I respected
him then and have come to respect him more as our lives have continued and his
research has placed him in the highest rank of world embryologists. I had already
known James Foulks from the summer before at Woods Hole, where he was a
student in the Embryology Course. We became close quickly and decided to
room together in Baltimore where he was already established as a student in the
entourage ofWillier.
We shared a dingy, basement apartment near the campus with Nelson
Spratt, who was a research associate with Willier. It was a funny arrangement
because Jim and I were such slobs, bed usually unmade and dirty clothes littering
the floor, and Spratt so neat. We got along anyhow. Jim Foulks was a tall, lean
Texan with the regional drawl but a precise way of expressing himself. He hailed
from Houston where he received a good education at the Rice Institute. He and I
were not only excellent scientific colleagues but, more important, deep, fun
friends and together heavily involved in political activity. Another friend, Mark
Nickerson, was also on the left and very smart scientifically. Later in life, when
he had changed fields and had become a pharmacologist, he won the Able Award
for the best research of that year for developing one of the earliest beta-blockers,
dibenamine. Both Foulks and Nickerson were very tough intellectually and would
miss no opportunity to smite me, their favorite victim, for the merest lapse in
sharp thinking- Jim with love, Nick sometimes with a little impatience.
Obviously there was a need for defense and I was usually capable of defending
myself I had learned not to put up with too much unjustified crap and when the
attacks came at lunch, Mary rallied to my cause. On one memorable occasion at
home, when it was my turn to do the dishes (Foulks, Nickerson, Spratt, and I
always had dinner together before returning to the lab), I was making a nuisance
of myself I would constantly harass my friends about where to put this and that.
Finally, with dish cloth in hand and with feigned exasperation, I demanded, ''Now
what should I do with this?" The response came with one voice, "Shove it."
During this eventful year I had an old wooden armchair in my lab for
my guests. One day it broke in half and left its occupant sprawling on the floor.
The broken halves fitted neatly together so I carefully fitted them together
without glue, sneakily prepared for many succeeding awkwardly surprised
occupants. What fun, until the day the imposing Professor Ephrussi came to see
me about God-knows-what and moved to seat himself in our "innocent" chair. I
almost had a heart attack while brusquely preventing him. What a disaster that
would have been! Ephrussi already had some doubts about me and, given his
haughty personality, that would have surely sealed my fate. After that I was a
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little cautious with the chair. When I left at the end of the year I willed it to Nick
who was not so cautious, allowing the night watchman to sit in it, with
consequent injury to the poor man.
From all this it must be clear that I made more good friends in graduate
school than in college. For me the reasons seem obvious. My fellow graduate
students were much more highly selected for intellectual qualities and field of
interest than college students. In spite of their small numbers, I had a lot more
like-mined peers to choose from.
While occupied with my research, my courses, and my student
shenanigans and political life, World War II was going on and it was hanging
over our heads. This was the 1941-42 academic year. Pearl Harbor was attacked
on Sunday, December 7, 1941. What a shock! A bunch of us were at the lab when
we received the news. We crowded around the globe in the seminar room to get
geographic perspective on this incredible attack. Immediately we were at war
with Japan and soon thereafter with Germany and Italy. What was I to do? Like
practically all Americans, I believed that, unlike controversial World War I, this
was a right and just war. Imperial Japan and Nazi Germany threatened
civilization itself. My social and political conscience told me that I had to be
involved in the most direct way-military service. I tried the Navy, but with my
lousy vision failed the eye test. So I simply allowed myself to be drafted into the
U.S. Army, which happened just after completion of the Woods Hole
Embryology Course in August, 1942. I was not alone. Almost all my male fellow
students entered the military service at the end of that academic year-Foulks,
Killough, Saunders, Spratt, Wilbur, but not Nickerson, who was disqualified for
some physical ailment. This was certainly a complex year of graduate study. The
War was indeed a distraction, but we were young and irrepressible and enjoyed
ourselves anyway. At a departmental going-away party Professor Willier threw
for us, we found ourselves confronted by only a single bottle of whisky for the
lot of us. Red Saunders quickly appointed himself bar tender and saw to it that
he and I had two generous drinks.
I do not recall entering military service as being an especially traumatic
event for me. In my mind going to war was simply and obviously the thing to do.
There was a clear and present threat to our civilization. Our entire nation was
unified in the belief that we were fighting against two (three if you counted Italy)
powerful and vicious Fascist regimes. The nation was threatened and the young
men had to go to fight the threat. There were many millions of us who shared this
conviction. So off we went. It really was that simple back then.

Military Interlude
Although my service in the military consumed three and one-half years
of my young life, it was not for me a very adventurous period. For one thing, as
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it fortunately turned out, I was rarely in danger. I was based entirely in the States,
except for a short but glorious expedition to Italy. Even there I was quite safe, for
the Italians had been defeated and the Germans chased north to Bologna.
My first few months in the service were the usual miserable boring day
after boring day ordeal of basic training, in my case in a new, hastily built, muddy
dump called Camp Pickett, honoring the famous Confederate General. Some
honor! The only saving grace was that it was in Virginia not terribly far from
Emporia, the hometown of Mary Rawles. My best memories are the three-day
passes I managed to spend in Mary's comfortable home on that small Virginian
plantation. Mary's mother, Miss Fanny Rawles, or more usually Miss Fanny, was
a wonderful, vigorous, hospitable woman, and a great character like her
daughter. She ran the house, the kitchen garden, and the chickens. I can still see
her chasing the chickens. The rest of the farming and the heavy work was the task
of Rustin, her black tenant farmer (I never knew his last name). Rustin, the first
black farmer I had ever met, was a handsome, dignified, congenial man and
obviously an excellent farmer. He seemed to appreciate and like Miss Fanny. I
know that she treasured him. Those were lovely days in bucolic Emporia, far
from the War, with the barbecued squirrel and other local delicacies, long talks
with Miss Fanny, and long walks around the plantation and the woods filled with
birds. Mary visited once when I was there and that was a treat. She sought my
advice on whether she and John Spurbeck should get married at their age. We
were standing under the grape arbor and I was touched by the intimacy. I said,
"Hell yes!", and they did.
As I look back on it, the only training I really enjoyed during my
military basic training was learning how to fire the standard, old Army
Winchester rifle, a genuine precision instrument. There were long hours at the
firing range for target practice. I became quite a good marksman. As in the Boy
Scouts, I was awarded a marksmanship medal to pin on my chest. Firing the
Winchester was much more fun than shooting the little B-B gun I had as a boy.
Men, like boys, enjoy the excitement of fires, fireworks, and firearms. My brief
military experience has given me some understanding of how people get
suckered by the gun companies and take extremist pro-gun positions.
My happiest day at Camp Pickett was the day orders arrived
transferring me to Randolph Field, Texas, "The West Point of the Air," to begin
training as an aviation physiologist, along with 15-20 other young biologists.
Everyone I knew at Camp Pickett, was jealous, officers included, saying, "I sure
wish I was going with you."
Life at Randolph Field, a permanent, well-groomed Army Air Force
base near San Antonio, was more comfortable than at Camp Pickett and the work
at the Altitude Training Unit was interesting. Our job was to train Air Force
officers-pilots, navigators, bombardiers-in the use of oxygen equipment and
the dangers of the bends (bubbles of nitrogen in the body fluids) all done in a
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low-pressure chamber (no pressurized airplanes those days). I spent many
hundreds of hours at a simulated altitude of 38,000 feet, a fifth of an atmosphere.
The work was important and moderately interesting, although after a while rather
routine and boring. However, as is often true in the military, there were many
hours, even days, when we didn't have much to do.
To escape boredom I filled off-duty hours reading some of the great
literature I had never gotten around to in college. There was an excellent little
library at the base where I found books like Tolstoy's War and Peace,
Dostoyevsky's Crime and Punishment and The Brothers Karamazov, also Jean
Christophe by Romain Rolland. I tried Proust because I knew how important he
was but got bogged down in all the verbiage. There were many other books but
the most engaging was War and Peace. The characters became so real for me that
they frequently appeared in my dreams.
Inevitably when you crowd a bunch of young men together there is
bound to be a certain amount of horsing around. Although we soldiers were
technical personnel, not at all trained for fighting, this was The Army. So we
privates were awakened in what seemed to be middle of the night to march and
drill before breakfast. We soon learned in the dark to pretend that we hadn't
heard the command "To the right, march!" and continued to march over a
flowerbed and piled up against the wall of a "noncom" barracks. Chaos! Or "To
the rear, march!". The front heard it and the rear pretended not to. More chaos.
We had so much fun that I actually looked forward to this ridiculous ritual. If a
sergeant really annoyed us one way or another (i.e., was too G.l.), we just
wouldn't sit with him at the mess. So there he sat alone at a big long table meal
after meal. Quite effective.
An important character at Randolph Field was a certain Dr. Karpovitch,
a physical-conditioning expert from Springfield College. One day, as his pilot
pupils were enthusiastically pumping iron, he stopped them. "Gentlemen," he
said, with his marvelous Russian accent, "Stop! Slow down. The point is to fly
the airplane, not lift it."
During the spring of 1943 I obtained a week's leave to get married and
took the train for the long trip to Northampton. Galya and I were married in a
simple ceremony in the small, homey Smith College Chapel; she in her white,
formal wedding gown and I in my Army uniform. My oldest brother, Charles,
served as best man. We had a short, happy honeymoon in New York City after
which I quickly returned to the vast, patriotic, largely barren state of Texas,
expecting a long, sad separation from my bride. Several months after my return,
however, with my already known penchant for good luck, Galya and I were
brought back together. I received orders commissioning me as a Second
Lieutenant and transferring me to another old, permanent Army Air Force Base,
Mitchell Field on Long Island, incredibly just a stone's throw from my home
town of Rockville Centre. It was a place I knew well from my youth. It was quite
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near the take-off field of Charles Lindbergh's epochal flight across the Atlantic
to Paris. I knew this area from walking there for my "Fourteen Mile Hike" as a
Boy Scout. Mitchell Field was my permanent base for the rest of the War, a long
two-and-one-half-year period that was largely uneventful except for a few short
trips to other bases in the U.S.A. for special training and for a very exciting few
months in the war zone in Italy.
In the fall of 1944 another officer, George Hollander, and I were
assigned to the Ninth Air Force Fighter Command in Italy to install anti-G
equipment in fighter planes like the P-38 (Lightning), P-47 (Thunderbolt), and P51 (Mustang). The P-38 was surely one of the world's most beautiful aircraft of
that period. It had two powerful engines in paired fuselages on either side of a
central pod for the pilot. The twin fuselages each had their own separate rudders
but were connected by a single stabilizer. Our job was to train pilots in the use of
anti-G suits. I was trained for this role at the Air Force Material Command at
Wright Field in Ohio. This was interesting work. When an aircraft ascends
rapidly or turns sharply, the body is subjected to increased gravitational force,
causing blood to pool in the abdomen and the lower extremities. The result is
lowered blood pressure in the head, which quickly causes loss of vision, called
"black out." The purpose of the anti-G suit was to counter this pooling of the
blood by exerting pressure on the abdomen and legs by means of inflatable air
bags. The air bags worked really worked well. I personally tested the
effectiveness of these anti-G suits in a huge centrifuge at Wright Field. These
suits increased the maneuvering ability of the pilots substantially. I greatly
enjoyed being on the air bases, working on the airplanes and being with the
mechanics and the pilots. The pilots were mostly young men who loved their
powerful, speedy machines and their role in combat. A privileged by-product of
our work was to watch some spectacular aerial acrobatics, as the skeptical pilots
tried out the equipment to see if it really was as good as we said. It was.
But let us not forget beautiful Italy. After our plane had made a few
stops at airbases in the Azores, Casablanca and Algiers for refueling, we finally
landed in Naples. Then we piled into an Army truck, and made our way down the
narrow streets to an old run-down hotel near the harbor that had been taken over
by the American Army to house officers. I was goggle-eyed. This was my frrst
time in a foreign country and it certainly was different from my customary
surroundings.
Since we had a short lay-over in Naples, I had a chance to look around
and was thrilled to discover that the Stazione Zoologica di Napoli, once the most
important marine station in Europe, was just down the street from the hotel. This
was the laboratory where Theodor Boveri, Hans Driesch, Oscar Hertwig, Sven
Horstadius, Edmund B. Wilson and a host of other great embryologists had made
major discoveries. More even than Woods Hole, especially in the old days, the
Naples Station was a Mecca for biologists of all sorts and nationalities. The
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building was as I had pictured it from photos but its little park was a mess,
scalloped with several bomb craters. It was only by a miracle and the inaccuracy
of American bombing preceding the invasion of Italy that the building escaped
being hit. First, I visited the public aquarium on the ground floor and saw for the
first time some of the organisms that I had known about only from lectures and
reading. Then, summoning up my courage, I mounted the steps to the laboratory
itself, and, with my sometimes-useful chutzpah, knocked on the door of the
Director. A tall man with straight bearing greeted me. It was Reinhardt Dohrn,
the German Director of the station and son of Anton Dohrn, the Director in the
heyday of the laboratory. I presented myself in my uniform and introduced
myself as an American student of biology who had worked under Schrader and
Willier. Dohrn was cordial, and since afternoon tea was about to begin, he invited
me to attend and introduced me to everyone in the group. I recall only one
because of his hom-rimmed glasses, his origin-Sicilian from Palermo--and his
non-Italian name-Alberto Monroy. As the years passed, I became familiar with
his research on fertilization and we eventually became friends at Woods Hole
where, for a number of years in the 1960s, he taught the Fertilization and Gamete
Physiology Course with my old comrade Charles Metz. How small is the
biological world! An amusing aspect of Monroy was his lineage; he was of royal
blood-Alberto Monroy, Principe di Pandoljino. When Alberto died at Woods
Hole in 1986, shortly before I was to present a Friday Evening Lecture, I
dedicated the lecture to him, my old friend whom I had met over 40 years ago in
Naples.
During the rest of my stay in Italy, as we moved from airbase to airbase,
I was the happy tourist in Rome, Pisa, Assisi, Florence, Bari, Livomo, Rimini,
and Siena, with my way paid by Uncle Sam. Toward the end of our stay, George
and I were based in Florence, where we had a "room with a view" of the Ponte
Vecchio, the only bridge over the Amo River that was left standing. In addition
to enjoying the local color, the charming countryside, the monuments, churches,
Roman ruins, sculptures, and paintings, I also made friends in the Italian
population. I had a simple strategy. Occasionally, when settled in a new town for
a while, I would seek the local headquarters of the Communist Party, and with
my very rudimentary Italian would introduce myself as a compagno americana.
I was always greeted with enthusiasm. I got ideas as to what I must see in that
city, talked politics, and would sometimes bring my friends some C-rations from
the nearby Air Force base. The fighting was over in that part of Italy but the
ravages of war left most people with such a meager diet that they were very
grateful for the uninteresting but nutritious C-rations. One day in Florence, when
I was raving about its beauty, one of my Florentine friends said, "Ah, but you
must go to Siena." I did and found it the jewel of all the cities I had visited in
Italy.

GRADUATE STUDIES
AND THE WAR
I was discharged from the service in December, 1945 (Figure 3.3).
Well, obviously I was very lucky indeed in my overseas military duty. I loved
Italy for all the usual reasons and left determined to return some day. I even
enjoyed my Air Force work. And, most fortunately of all for me, I was rarely
exposed to danger, except for the few times the pilot of the slow C-47 transport
plane I was in got lost and we found ourselves close enough to the German lines
to attract some anti-aircraft fire. The pilots didn't like maps. Although I have
been exposed to a lot of other kinds of flack in my life, these were the only times
I got scared. I was so entranced by the personal uniqueness of my adventures in
Italy that for the only time in my life I kept a diary. It has long since been lost. I
wish I had it now to read it again and share with you. The rest of my time at
Mitchell Field was uneventful except, of course, for the end of the War. The
Army did a nice thing for me and many of its officers. It gave me a terminalleave promotion. I therefore left the service in December, 1945 as a Captaingood for my resume.

Figure 3.3. Captain J. P. Trinkaus luckily lived to tell about his experiences
in World War II.

